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TAPE 1 -- SIDE 1 

Public HE:~ar'ings 

Fc::~br'uary 2'7, 198'1 

'lokyo, Japan 

Thank you for waiting. We would like now to open the Public 

Symposium sponsored by thc::~ Wor'ld Commission on Environment and 

Development. 1 am Saburo Okita who is a member of Japan 

participating in the World Commission on Environment and 

Development run by the United Nations. Ever since its 

incE!pLion :i.n 1984-, Uds Commission has 'For thr'ee yc::~ar's 100kE!d 

into the problems of realizing a beneficial environment for the 

world towards the 21st century. And we have been engaged in 

active discussions and deliberations for this purpose. 

fhe meeting in 'fokyo started on the 23rd, this Monday, and all 

of the deliberations have been safely concluded as of 

yestE!y'day. Ther'e was a closing CE!Y'emony hE!ld this moY'ning and 

as a culnrination of thE! activit:j.E~s of thE! UnitE:~d Nations Wor'ld 

Commission on Environment and Development, the 'I'okyo 

Declaration was promulgated to the world this morning. 

final report is due to be published very soon after the 

necessary hand has been put into the draft. 

And the 

We have had the honour of the presence of our Prime Minister, 

Mr Nakasone in the Closing Ceremony. We have had the 

co-operation of many international institutions, Inany nations 

of the world, people in the industry, as well as 

non-governmental organizations and the public. And we have 
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been able to engage in honest and sincere exchange of views. 

During this course we were able to hear invaluable reviews from 

expert in this field and have been able to gather insight into 

what should blO:1 done towards overcond.ng thlO:1 var'ious obstC:'lclIO:1s in 

order to realise sustainable growth and development. 

Hds splO:1cia1 Comnd.ssion hi.'ls compllO:1h1d alI of its discussions 

and deliberations and we have now been able to come to hold a 

common understanding concerning what's to be done for the sake 

o·f presE!rvation of an ideal E!nvironment for the world tOlAlar'ds 

thlO:1 21 st centur·y. W(:1 considlO:1F' that what is ver'y inlpor'tant at 

this stage "is now to corrnTlenCC:1 dialogue with pC:10ple ar'ound the 

world because in order for us to realise the fruits, the 

results of the deliberations we would not be able to do so 

unless we will have a lot of dialogue and be able to have part 

of understanding of many of the people around the world. And 

only by such means WE! will be able to llIa/<lO:1 our effor't a 

meaningful one. Because it is the people around the world who 

are going to be engaged in this process. 

This symposium was planned as part of this kind of an 

understanding on our part. And it is therefore a great 

pleasure for us to be able to witness that this kind of a 

symposium is held in lokyo after the conclusion of the 

Commission's del.ibE!rat:i.ons h~H'e in Tokyo. 

First. I would like to calI upon the Director General of our 

Environmental Agency. Mr Inamura to give us an address. He has 

visited last December the country of Norway and has conferred 

with Madame Chairman Brundtland and has contributed a lot to 

the SUCCE!SS of tlH1 Tokyo meeting. 

Unfortunately, Madame Chairman Brundtland, who was supposed to 

chair this symposium in person herself, was unable to witness 

the unable the opening of the symposium today because of the 

unexpected happening which occurred yesterday. lhe foreign 

minister of Norway has passed away unexpectedly yesterday and 

therefore the Madame Chairman has to leave "okyo immediately 
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for Norway. She did express her regrets on not being able to 

chair this session. 

However. we have the Vice Chairman. Mr Khalid. to chair this 

session for us. We also haue with us a number of Commission 

flH:Hllbers and WE:) do 100k for'ward to thE:) €!xchange that we will 

able to haue with them and 1 would like to introduce them when 

the discussion takes place at a later stage. 

First. 1 would like to call upon our I::nUil"OnHlE!nt AgE!ncy 

Director General. 

Mr Chairman. ladies and gentlemen. I take pleasure in saying a 

few words on the occasion of the Public Symposium on the "rokyo 

Session of the World Co~nission 01'1 I::nvironment and 

DE!uelopment. The COlIlTnission since it was established in 

October 1984 has worked towards the ideals of the global 

environment in the 21st century. After three years of 

deliberations. it has finally concluded this morning and in the 

closing session it has adapted a "fokyo Declaration. It is with 

great regret that we do not have the presence of the Chairman. 

the Hon. Brundtland who had to returned to her country of 

Norway because of urgent matter. 1 would like first of all to 

express my appreciation to her for her effort in the last two 

years. I should also. at the same time. like to offer my words 

of admiration and COlfllflE!ndation to the V.icc::~ Chail"man. Mr' Khalid. 

and the membE:)r's of the COl1lmission and also thE:) staff of thE:~ 

Secr'star'iat. 

1 understand that this Public Symposium has been held in order 

to provide a forum for discussion betwesn the members of the 

Commission and thE:1 pubJic at lar'gE:) on thE:~ lokyo LJE:)clar'aU.on. 

fhat there will a constructive and frank discussion so that 

there will be a shared common perception in the need for 

ensuring an international action that would contribute to the 



survival and the welfare of the people, as well as protecting 

the environment and sustaining development. I sincerely hope 

that people in the audience will take part in this symposium. 

For some years we have recognized the importance of global 

environmental issues and the urgent need for adapting 

measures. But the issues are complex and interrelated and, 

generally speaking, there is a great deal of time and expensive 

... before we can amass the necessary scientific knowledge. And 

at the same time, once the global destruction of the 

environment has taken place, it is not easy restored, so the 

experts say. 

How should we cope up with this situation? What is the wise 

way to approach it? Institutional reforms must take place and 

those are the matters for policy-makers. We should also study 

theintE!rnaU,onal co--o~H:!ra'tion involvE!d. But as impoy'tant, and 

as mOY'E:1 j,mpor'tant is that E:1ach OnE:1 of us a citj,zen of thE:1 

global community accepts that this global E!l'lvironment is my own 

issue, and that he or she would do his or her very best in his 

position and his profession.rhat means to say we will care 

about the environment in our daily life. lhat we will see to 

it that our profession and the organizations to which we belong 

contribute to improving the environment for mankind. 1 think 

that is as :i.rnpoy'tant a s other r~~'t-"orms. 

l'he problems of environment j,nvolves the lifestyle of every 

citizen and his or her var'ious system. rhE! solut:i.on o'r the 

environmental issues should not be left to a handful of 

people. It should be everyone's problem, that each one as an 

inhabitant of this planet ~arth should contribute his own 

problem in resolving the problems and protecting the 

environment. 

lhe five panelists who will be particj,pating in this symposium 

will be bringing to the forum their experience and their 

conviction.I'hey have over the years taken active steps in 

resolving these problems, and I hope that the experience, the 
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opinions will add to the conc.Lusion adaptE!d by the Corrnrrission. 

And also the use of the people will contribute to realising the 

environment of the 21st century and that we all be convinced 

that we should all act to protect the Earth's environment and 

realize the sustainable development. 

I have participated in the opening session on the 23rd and I 

had had the pleasure of meeting for 20 minutes with the 

Chairman Brundtland and I have reported to the Prime Minister. 

Mr Nakasone of my meeting with the Chairman Brundtland. And 

today. at the closing session we have had the presence of the 

Pr'imE! Minister. The member's of the Commission hav~~ giVE!n their' 

lives. given their energy to sustainable development. lhe 

Pr'irnE! Ministeln
• having listenE!d to Illy r'epor't:. said he IAlould 

like to come to the closing session and he has put his own 

conviction in his message. He wanted to appear in person to 

nmE:1t t/'1E:1 members of the Corrmdssion and to shar'E:1 with thE:HIl his 

appreciation of their effort and his cOlmnitment to the theme of 

sustainable development. "I"he Prime Minister wanted them to 

know that he :i.s cOTllln:i.lb:!d to rea.l.iz:i.ng th:i.s susta:i.nable 

development. "Ihank you very much for giving me the attention. 

Dr' Ok ita _ ....... _-_ ....... -

l"hank you very much. Mr lnamura. Director General of the 

Env:i.Y'onIflE!l'lta.l. Agency. I IAlou.Ld .l.ike. IAI:i.th the P~H'IIl:i.ssi()n. to 

remain seated here and I would like to call upon the Vice 

Cha:i.rman. MY' Kha.L:i.d who w:i..L.L be replac:i.ng the Cha:i.rman to g:i.ve 

a keynote statement. 

Dr Khal:i.d 
"'-'-'-"'--'-'-'-"--

(see enclosed copy of speech) 
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lhank you very much Dr Khalid. May I have the pleasure of 

:i ntr'odu ci ng to you the H1c::~mber s of the COTllTrri s s ion hl~ r'e . On my 

left Judge Nagendra Singh, President of the Court of Justice, 

hels from India; next to him is Mr Nogueira Neto, hels from 

Brazil; next is Mr Ruckelshaus, hels from the US, hels 

eX-Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency; Mr 

Sahnoun is Algerian anlbassador to the United States, hels an 

expert on international affairs; Mr Stanovnik of Yugoslavia, 

member of the Presidency of the Socialist Republic of Slovenia, 

hc::~ USE!d to be ~3E!CrE!tar'Y GenE!ral 0'1'" thc::~ LIN COHnnittee; Mr Emil 

Salim, hels a well-known figure here, hels from Indonesia, hels 

a rvl:ini stE!r of statE! for Population and tnvironment; Dr Khalid, 

hels ex-Foreign Minister of Sudan, who just gave us the keynote 

address, and hels the Vice Chairman of the World Con~ission on 

E.n vi ro nme nt and Dt:1U E:d. oprllE:~ n t; and Mr' I ... i nd nE:H', lJepu ty Sa c r't:~ta r'y 

General of the World Commission on Environment and Development; 

Mr's MC:H'ino dE:~ BohH'O, fornler' Dir'E:~ctor' GE:HIE:H'c:d, National 

Institute of Renewable Natural Resources and Environment, from 

Colombia, shels an expert on environment, shels a very active 

environmentalist, shels an advocate for environment and she has 

actively participated in our discussion; Dr Ma Shijun from 

China I Dir'c::~ctor', ReSE!ar'ch CE!l'ltrc::~ of Ecology 0'1'" Acadc::~mia Sinica; 

next to him is Dr Hauff from the federal Republic of Germany, 

former Minister for Science and ·fechnology. This concludes the 

introduction of the members on the stage. We have a few 

ml~mbE!rs who arE! not hE!Y'e on the stage. 

May be we would like to invite Mr Lindner to explain to us how 

WE! will procE!E!d in today IS 'Forum, Public Symposium. 

w ~._I-L ....... J. i 1'1.9 n_~.r.. 

I hope that all of you have a programme in front of you. If 

you have seen the programme and if you look at the programme, 

you will SeE:1 that today we have five pr'E:1sentations to be nladt:1 
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to the Commission. The five presentors are seating here at a 

table directly in front of us. Each presentor will take 10 

minutes to make their statement. At the end we would ask the 

pr'(:1SE!I'ltors to ph1ase speak fr'OIlI th(:1 podium if you would. We 

would take all of the five presentations before we will open 

the discussion for questions from the presentors to the 

COlfllTri s s ion and fr'om thE! Commi s s ion to the prE! s entor s . 

During that period of discussion there will be a number of 

ushers passing through the audience to take the questions from 

the audience in written forms which you might wish to pose to 

th(:1 Cornrni s s ion on the rol< y 0 De clar'ation, on the wor k of the 

Commission, of the issues it is addressing, or to make any 

statE!H1ent that you mi~3ht IJJish to bY'ing to the attention of th(:1 

Commission. 

I would ask however that when you write your question or write 

your statement, if you could clearly write your name and your 

affiliation which will permit us to identify you when we call 

on you later in the session. At the end of the discussion 

between the Commission and the presentors, we will take a short 

break to permit us to go through the questions, have them 

translated to us, give us an opportunity to review them, and we 

w:i.ll r'e--gather' aftel" 15 or 20 minutes and bE!gin to takE! thE! 

questions at that time. 

We will call the person who has posed the question, weill ask 

you to identify yourself and come to the podium and pose the 

question to us, then will conduct to begin the discussion on 

It. I hope that that is clear. We are very pleased, 1 must 

say, if 1 Illay add a pEH'sonal note, that we hav(:1 SE!(:HI and 

conductE!d public h(:1arings in a1.l the maj or Y'eg:i.ons of thE! 

world, and we heard many credits to Japan today, to the 

Japanese government and 1 would personally add credit to Japan 

and that is, this is the largest single audience we have had on 

U)(:1 foirst day of the public symposium Ulat we have held around 

the world. And welre very pleased that you are here. 
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Now, our first presentor is Professor Kihara, Professor in the 

College of Arts and Sciences, Chiba University. 

I would like to talk you about our environment administration 

and how the citizens have been coping with the problem of 

environment. I have been listening to the presentations which 

have been made this morning and have been recalling what has 

taken place in 1972 at the UN conference on environment. At 

that time I was participating as a journalist and I have come 

to the understanding that after 200 years of industrial 

rC::1Uolution, mankind is now placE!d in an E!nvironment which it is 

supposed to change, the way things have been. And a statement 
was held and was adapted on the occasion of that conference on 

human environment. 

Thc::~ Tokyo Dc::~cliH'ation IAJas madC::1 CINH' today but I think that the 

To k yo De cJaY'ation is go.1. ng to s E!rVC::1 to s ol:i cit more 

participation of people for the purposes of strengthening the 

environment. And as a Commissioners has said it is important 

to have the participation of people in this movement. 1 am 

very much for such kind of action to be taking place. 

When we look at the administration of environmental policies 

and how the people have been taking these, we have seen that 

thC::1Y'E! sorlie co-",opC::H'ation bC::1twC::1en the tlAJO partiE~s concC::1rnC::1d. At 

the Stockholm Conference, our Environmental Agency Director 

General, Mr Oichi, had made it clear that the pollution in our 

country is very serious. rhe air is polluted, the lakes and 

water are polluted, the cities have become much densely 

populatC::1d and the natural E!nviY'Onlllent is being dE!str·oYEH1. 

-, herC::1 was a lot of concer'n C::1xpr'E!ssC::1d frolll among thC::1 pc::1opJc::1 for 

the kind of environmental destruction that is taking place. 
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And there were even cases on which people went as far as to 

indict the government. Of course. associated with these rows 

W~H'e a numbElY' o·r movemEHlls aga'inst poLlution. 

It was in the end of 1910s when a special session of the diet 

was held to del'iberate on the 'issue ot pollution. As a result 

the ~nvironment Agency was established in 1971. I do remember 

the time in which the Environment Agency was inst'ituted 'in the 

first of July. The signboard saying Environment Agency was put 

up 'in front of the build'ing ot the Environment Agency's office 

which was just opened by the Director General of the Agency. 

and I was vl::1ry much imprElssEld by the fact that many pat'ients of 

the Minamata disease were looking very seriously when the 

signboard was being put up. I think it was a very symbol'ic 

thing which indicated that the Environment Agency was only a 

pY'oduct of the peoples' mOVelflI::Hlt. of popular rnOVI::1fllent to 

control the environment. 

Ever since the inception of the Agency. there has been a lot of 

pol'ic:iEls impll::11f1ElntEld to control sulphur' diox.i.de. hElavy ml::1tals 

pay'·U.cles. N0
2
s. PCBs. c/'wmicals. etc. Foy' instancE:~. thE:~rE:~ 

is a very strict regulation concerning the control of emission 

from autollJobiles. Many in the industl"y hav(~l said ·that the 

level of control was too strict to be observed. But the 

authorities were die-hard and stuck past to their policy and 

therefore. the industries had to comply with the measures that 

were :imposed on them. As a result they were able to produce 

cars which. though fairly emitting fuel. are meeting the 

standards. And even so they were able to compete in the world 

ma Y' k e t . 

TI'IE:1Y'E:~ ar'E:1 also sornE:~ I1IE:H\\5UY'E:1S dE:~vised to COmp€HlsatE:1 1'lE:~alth 

damage by pollution. Taxes were levied to the industries which 

are causing the pollution 50 that part of the taxes could be 

used for the compensation. Such policies were effectively 

implemented only the co-operation of the people and the local 

government parties. Without the support of the people through 

the popular movement and without the government authorities 

such kind of policies could not have been effectively 

irnpl£:~I1IE:~nted . 
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As a result of the implementation of the very strict control 

1lI(;~asur'(;1S, the stah1 of pollution was allE:~viated VE:~ry much. The 

move toward saving energy and saving resources has become very 

popular. Of course, we can not still feel very safe even at 

this stage. Look at fokyo and Osaka, the major metropolitan 

cities of lokyo, the pollution level in the air is very great 

with the rapid increase in the number of automobiles. 

Sometimes it appears to us that it is very difficult to try to 

obtain the targets established by the Environment Agency. 

l"here are also pollution of the semi-closed water areas, lakes, 

swamps, Tokyo Bay, Osaka Bay and Seto Inland Sea. rhere is 

also the pollution caused by noise of automobiles, aircrafts 

and trains. It is very important that the government 

authoriti(;~s tr'y to impl(;111lent strictly tl'J(;~ meaSUF'(;1S that have 

been imposed. But unless this can be done satisfactory 

environment can not be brought forth. And under such situation 

various people's movements are getting together to make 

assessment of the environment and compile reports to let the 

authori ties know what IS hapPE!l1"ing IAli th the envir'onment. 

l"here are also people saying that as a result of such 

investigations that the Environment Agency should not 

., .concerning the designation of polluted areas and the 

compensation of health damages brought about by pollution. 

Looking at the types of natural environment destruction, there 

are destructions of many tourist sites, the seas, underwater 

sea basins where there are lots of beautiful coral reefs are 

beginning to be destroyed. There are movements that have 

gathered, people's part, to try to protect such natural 

e n vir' 0 n rn E!I'j t . 

So people are taking a very serious view towards the 

envir'onment issue. They considl;;1r thE! preser'vation of the 

environment to be a very important issue. Because pollution is 

such a great issue here in Japan, people initially look only to 

pollution as a means of alleviating the destruction of the 

environment. But on second glance, people come to realise that 
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pollution is caused not by noises, air and water pollution, but 

also by destruction in the natural environment as well. And so 

therE! wey'e a lot o·t-" mOV~~mE!flts which CrOPPE!{j up to to ty'y to 

save the natural environment and to preserve the historical 

envirOnmE!I'lt whi chi s al s 0 being dE!s ty'oy E!{:1 lAd th the changes in 

thE1 t:imE1. 

For ins tan c e, in the 1 960 S HI E1 P r' e s E11" v a U. 0 n 0 f t h E1 nat ion a 1 

parks in Seto and Hokaido, the northern part of Japan, was 

considered to be very important. 'rhey are a part of the tea 

centres. There is also great concern expressed towards the 

need of preventing small-scale national environment which are 

found in the cities too. People realised that cities too 

natural environment among them. So, not only large-scale 

natural environment but also small-scale natural environment. 

A medium-scale natural environment was considered to be 

important target of implE!mE!nting enviY'onmental policy. 

After that people shifted their eyes to the preservation of the 

natural environment throughout the world. So, people1s eyes 

are shifting to different types of environmental issues, and 1 

think that this is a good step, the people1s vision is 

expanding. 'Ihailand, NE1paJ, China, Tanzarda, Zambia ar'E~ ar'eas 

where people have come to express concern and they have 

expressed in preserving the forests there, and they have also 

expressed interest in preserving lakes and swamps, and water as 

well. In 1984, a conference on the preservation of Jakes was 

held in Ajira(?) Prefecture. 

50, with the changes in the time and with the changes in 

people1s perception of the environment issues, the manner in 

which the problems of environment has been tackled has changed 

as well. Very recently, against the pollution of Biwa(?) Lake 

there has been a movement to avert the use of 

phosphorus-containing detergent so that water in that area can 

be preserved in a very cJean state. People living around Biwa 

Lake, for instance, have got together to show their concern and 

have shown their determination to not resort to 
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phosphorus-containing detergent and to use more natural types 

of detergent so that they will not be destroying the 

E!I'lVironmEmt. 

lhe people even got together to try to preserve the environment 

by trying to buy small pieces of land which they considered to 

be very important in order to preserve a natural environment. 

This is manifested in what is called the National Trust 

Movement which is trying to preserve large areas of the natural 

C::1nViY'Ol'HnE!I'lt in ShiY'atoko(?), etc. and otheY' parts of Japan. 

So, people have a great foresight and vision on what should be 

done to preserve nature land the environment around them, ·rhe 

administrators and the Environment Agency have also come to 

consider that it is important to create amenities for improving 

the environment. ·Jhey have also established a long-term vision 

foY' prC::1serving the envil"onment into the fut:l~I"e, into the 21st 

CE:1ntUY'Y. 

lhere has been increasing concern expressed over the necessity 

of adapting more policy measures so that the environment can be 

preserved clean and in a healthy state long into the future. 

rhe establishment of an environment monitoring network for the 

Pad.fl.c cHid thE:1 Asii5tn Y'E:1giol1 and the E:1stablishnwnt of ... fay' 

deliberating issues on a global scale is a manifestation of 

their concerns over the protection of the environment. 

I think that it is important for us to uphold the projects that 

are laid out by UNUP. 

l·hank you very much, Prof. Kihara. lhe next presentation is 

from the Director of the Environment Protection Department, the 

Tokyo Electric Power Company, Mr Kobayashi. 
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Thank you UN'y much, Mr' Chairilian. 1 would like to spE:1ak as a 

pE!r'SOn who is involvE!d in thf;;1 f;;1nvir'onmE!ntal pr'otection in the 

electrical power industry of this country. 1 shall be sharing 

with you some of thf;;1 Hl~:!aSIH'E!S that thE! elE!ctrical power 

industry has adopted in fighting pollution. 

But I would like to bring forth two points which are uniquely 

Japanese. One is that from about the second half of the 19~Os 

to the first half of the 1970s when we had the first oil shock, 

in these two decades, we had a dramatic, rapid growth of the 

economy, unparalled anywhere else in the world. rhe GNP on the 

aVE:H'agE:1 for' 1.~ YE:1arS was at 1.0%, a for'llddabJr::1 record. This 

growth shows the bottom, shows the OECD average in GNP growth 

rate and the top the Japanese average growth rate in GNP. 

In the pr'ocess, therE! I/Jey'e SE!I"ious E!lIVironmE!ntal problE!IIIS but 

because the government, local governments, the industry and the 

people fought together we have been able to improve the 

degraded quality of environment. 

rhe other point which I want to say is that 70% of Japanese 

land is mountainous. You see the green belt, the green area is 

mountain range. So, the residential areas, the plants and 

factories are all concentrated in the coastal flat land which 

is a very limited, narrow stip of land. for this natural 

rE:1aSOnS, conditions, thE:1 JaparH:1SE:1 industr'iE:1s hav(,:1 had to liuE:1 

with a very stringent environmental requirements. 

While Japan consumes about 5% of the world's energy, Japan 

emits only 1% of SOCs(?) and 2% of lAlorld's f:!rrrission of Noes 

(1). Japan consumes 5% of world's energy but the emission of 

SOCs is 1% and 2% of Noes is 2%. The electrical power industry 

which provides 40% of the final energy consume in this country 

had had the similar experience. 

ENU OF lAPE 1. - SlUE 1. 
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With the commencement here today of this first public 
symposiu. on the issues we have addressed in the World 
Commission on Environment and Development. we embark on an 
entirely new phase or our work. 

It is of course a particular pleasure to begin this new 
phase here in Japan. We are very honoured to be here. 
The farsightedness and generosity of the government of 
Japan has been one of the .ost essential driving forces 
which has enabled our Commission to undertake this .ajor 
task on behalf of the future generations of .ankind. 

The Japanese government was a chief instigator of the 
World Com.ission on Environment and Development and has 
re.ained staunchly at our side throughout three hard years 
of work. encouraging us and supporting us. 

Now that the process or compiling infor.ation. of 
evaluating our (indings and for.ulating our policy 
reco.mendations has been finalized· here in Tokyo. it 
remains for us to co.plete and publish our written report. 
and to do everything in our power. with your continuing 
support. to create an international debate around these 
vital issues. This sy.posiu. will be the beginning of 
this wide debate which concerns us all. 
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The power to change lies with governments and with the 
international institutions. but down at the roots - and 
this is absolutely central to all our thinking - it lies 
with people. It is people. of north and south. of east 
and west. rich and poor. who must live with the 
consequences of global mismanagement. If the Earth's 
managers get things wrong. it is people who end up 
breathing poisoned air. drinking polluted water. suffering 
the effects of radiation. deprived of forests. tilling 
exhausted soils. hungry and impoverished. 

Throughout our three years of investigation. it is to 
people that the World Commission on Environment and 
Development has addressed itself. It is people we are 
concerned about. the rights of people - to a decent life 
wherever they may happen to have been born. and to a 
proper and fair chance for their children. your children 
and mine. long into the future. 

It is fundamental to bring the issues out into the open. 
to reach the hearts and minds of people. They are too 
important to be entrusted to the few. and I intend no 
disrespect here to politicians and bureaucrats. but we are 
speaking of rights which are fundamental to all people. 
today and tomorrow. 

In the past few years we have travelled to all the corners 
of the Earth in pursuit of information. of views and 
recommendations. from people. organisations and 
statesmen. Now. the time has come for presenting our 
findings to the people. to national leaders and to 
organisations. 

We believe that there is a need for a groundswell of 
public concern allover the World so as to bring pressure 
to bear on those who make decisions. And to achieve this. 
public debate - which we are starting here this afternoon 
in Tokyo - will be vital. 

Because I believe we are all aware by now that if 
governments are to alter their policies - and some of 
them. believe me. may take some persuading - it is from 
people that the impetus to change will have to come. 

Governments. and those who constitute them. come and go 
and are unfortunately locked into a system which militates 
against long-term considerations. but rather in favour of 
short-term gains. 

But as we on the commission have seen. the situation we 
face today has become far too serious to be manageable by 
anyone government or regional group. or by any single 
international body. 
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If sustainable development is to become reality. it must 
become reality on a global scale. with all of humanity 
involved regardless of ideological or political 
motivations. For the whole of humanity is involved. We 
have not before had to face a common crisis and elaborate 
together a common set of policies with which to confront 
it. 

But we do have this situation before us today. And we 
have to respond and act in a new way. We can no longer 
leave it to the politicians. We are all in this together. 

And perhaps this is the real spirit of Tokyo. and of the 
Tokyo Declaration. It is a spirit of common concern. of 
common consultation and of common action. 

If we are to succeed in this. and succeed we must. the 
debate which you and I are beginning here in this Loom 
this afternoon must go out of here. and grow and develop. 
and be conducted throughout the World. through the media. 
among people. among countries. until the force of 
humanity's drive for change. for a new era of development 
in harmony with nature. brings about the change we must 
have. 

And in the spirit of common concern for all members of the 
human family. I am happy to be with you here on this 
occasion. 

Thank you. 
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TAPE 1 .... SJDE 2 

Afternoon Session 

When thE:~ JapiH1E:~Se economy was grolAJing very t"apidly, Tokyo 

Electric Power Company alone invested every year in capital 

investment of 1,000 megawatts and about 10% growth compared to 

thE! pr'~wious yE!ar. ThE! elE1ctric pOWE!r plants for' Tokyo 

Electric Power Co. is the hydro power plant, the nuclear 

generation power plant which are located in the diameter of 200 

km, and edso somE:~ thE:H'Il,o .... ·plants which arE:~ located in thE:~ 'lokyo 

Bay. And since these power plants have been located near the 

consumers· market and they have big capacity, oil-burning and 

gas-fired thermo plants. 

So electric power industry has to provide the electricity. In 

other words, it must own a distribution network to the users. 

We must manage this distribution network. For that reason, the 

electric power business is really a user·s business. The 

business has to be good for users and it must have perfect 

co···operation IJJith th~~ local COllllllUI.-.i ty and the user's. And for 

this reason, the electric power industry has been committed to 

fighting pollution, pollution abatement has always been a basic 

management policy. We set up the organization and we have 

experts in fighting pollution. 

So let me show some of the basic measures that the Electric 

Power Co. has adapted. Electric power is a clean energy and it 

contributE:~s to a good ut"ban enVirOnlllE:Hlt and to the t"E:~sidE:Hltial 

envir'onment. But it must also rnin:llflize the adverse impact to 

the envit"ol1lllE:Htt in gEHlE~t"ating electr'ic pOWE:~r in tr'ansrrdtting 

electric power. In terms of controlling air pollution, we 

adapt rnE:~asur'es to bunt clean fUE:l1 and invest on E:~qu:ipn'E:1nt. ., he 

higher the quality of fuel, the cleaner the environment. 
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°rokyo Electric Power Co. was the tirst in the world to 

introduce LNG, that was in 1910 in Minami, Yokohama. LNG has 

zero sulphur and zero dust. And this is the thermo-plant 

located in Minami, south of Yokohama. 1he following year, in 

1911, Owi thermo-plant which is very close to Tokyo, Tokyo 

tlectric Power introduced the minus crude which has a sulphur 

content of .10%.rhis was done in accordance with the 

agreement that was signed between the industry and the local 

government. But, ot course, one has to buy LNG 10 years before 

burning them in the thermo-plant. In other words, industry had 

had to make a decision 10 years betore it signed an agreement 
with the local government. 

In the case of the lokyo Electric Power Co. it used to buy coal 

and then oil. But today, as you see here, the nuclear power is 

the largest energy, and other fuel. So one-third is nuclear 

power, one-third is LNG. And the rest of the fuel is 

on~~-third. °1 he IOWE!st :1.S th~~ hydl"o. So w("~ IAdil adapt a b~1st 

lnix policy where electric power sources are concerned. 

In terms of investment in equipment, we have invested in the 

highest level ot de-sulphurisation and de-nitrification, dust 

collection equipment and higher stacks. So, lokyo Electric 

POl,\Jer Co. has 1Il0Y'~1 thE!Y'Hlo power plants but compaY'ed to 1913, 

soft emission has been reduced to one-fourth, the top graph 

shows that, the emission ot NOCs, lower graph, has been reduced 
to one-third, compared to 1973. 

rhe other thing which we have greatly endeavoured is to plant 

greens in the power plant and in the sub-stations. We have 

adapted en ecological method so that we have broader trees 

which do not shed leaves in winter. So, 6S% of the nuclear 

power plants sites is green; 30% ot the thermo plant sites is 

gr'~1en. W~1 have planbHi gY'~H:H1S. Sinc~1 11I0St: of thE:1 land which 

was reclaimed trom the sea is used tor factories, greening ot 

those reclaimed lands means additional green to the whole of 

the Japanese land. 
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Before constructing an electric power plant or sub-station, we 

undertake a very large scale survey in order to minimize 

adverse impact to the environment and a selection of policies 

land measures are done very selectively. In other words, 

electric power industry is corr~itted in contributing to the 

best of the local community. 

ProblE!lflS of' acid rain, CO 2 , desE!y'tification are some of thE! 

g10bal E!llVil"onmElfltal pl"oblE!lflS. fhE!y go beyond national 

boundaries and have become global issues. lhe need for greater 

international collaboration is more not less. 

How can the Japanese industry contribute to protecting the 

wor1d I s f::1nviY'OnnlC::Hlt? Of COUrSf::1, the fir'st cormni tment of the 

Japanese industry the commitment to protect the environment 

back home. But beyond that initial commitment, I feel that the 

Japanese industry can do more. And let me give you a few 

pY'oposals. 

lhe first, is that we can always share our experiences in 

fighting environmental problems with others. As I have said 

the beginning, Japanese land conditions, natural conditions are 

very, very stringent. And when economy grew very rapidly, we 

have deteriorated the environment. But we have precious 

experience of y'eversin~~ that trE!nd. OnE! exalnple is that PE!Y' 

unit of generated electric power per kilowatt hour, for 

instance, compared to the OECO's five-nation average, our 

standard is one-eight of OECO for sacs, one-fifth of NOCs of 

OlCD; left is the OlCO, yellow is the SOCs and the green is the 

NOCs, and the left columns are the O~COIS five major companies, 

and the right columns are the Japanese. So per unit kilowatt 

hour, emissions of sacs and NOCs are very low. And this 

experience that we have been able to amass can be shared with 

oHwr societies. 

Secondly, we can offer the advance technology in fighting 

pollution. We can continue to invest in developing 

technology. One comparison is the off-gas treating equipment 
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that we have in this countries and those which are located in 

other countries. In this country, there are about 1,600 

off-gas treating equipment, USA has only 200, Western turope 

including West Germany are just beginning to introduce off-gas 

tr'eatHlE!nt: ~:!quipmE!nt. De··-rli trifi cation E!qu':ipment, ther~:! are 215 

in Japan but the other countries have only began to plan 

introducing de-nitrification equipment. 

We believe that we can also provide technological co-operation 

or environmental assessment or other pollution abatement 

measures toward the developing countries which must develop 

their economies in the future. 

lhe third kind of co-operation is that we can provide expertise 

in monitoring analysis of cause and effect and measures on acid 

rain and CO2 , some of the global environmental problems. 
Japan can contribute to and be part of the research on acid 

rain and CO 2 , frue, business exists to pursue profit but the 
fundamental raison d'&tre of a business is to serve the 

community and serve the people. And so contributing to better 

environment is part of the raison d'&tre of our business. 

As 1 have said the Japanese quality of environment has been 

improved compared to the past. And we shall continue to do our 

best to fight pollution, and we shall do everything to prevent 

degradation of the environment in the future. And we shall do 

everything to create new environment which is attractive, urban 

E:~nvironrnE:~nt and grE:~E:HI envir'onmE:Hlt. "' hesE:~ arE:1 SOmE:1 of the tas ks 

that were given to the business. "'"hank you for your attention. 

Now the next presentor is Mika Sakakibara, student from the 

rokyo University of Agriculture and rechnology. 
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lhank you. lid like to talk about the actual environment 

protE!ction 1II0vement in our ci ty. Do you know Oornurasald? It IS 

a rare specie of butterfly which wingsl span is 10 

CE!I·ltim~1b:1l"s. Oomurasaldo, boig pur'pJI;.~ is named a loOter' thE! day'k 

purple colour of the male butterfly. Their wings are very 

strong, you can hear the fJapping of the wings. They reproduce 

once a year. lhe caterpillars eat leaves of hackberries and 

the butterflies sucks the juice of oaks. 

Oomurasaki used to be a large, beautiful butterfly and can be 

found everywhere. It was designated as national butterfly of 

Japan by the Japan Society of Entomology in 19~7. Oomurasaki, 

hOIAlever, is d~1creasing in number' y~1ar' after' y~1ar. Its habitat 

in Japan has been shrinking. In my town, Ranzanmachi, we used 

to seE! many OOlflurasaki, but now its population has so dE!Cr~1asf::1d 

that it is rare for us to find them. Only few people in our 

hometown know the namE! of OOlflurasald. 

OonlurasaJd. is thE:1 only OnE! WE:1 arE:1 losing. Insects, animals 

which were so close to us in the past have disappeared. I 

think it is because us human bE:1ings haVE:1 made ... into thE:1ir 

habitat. Oomurasaki has decreased as a result of the loss of 

its habitat, the forest. forest of broad-leave trees. Men 

used to take care of the forest. of hey used falling leaves as 

fertilizers and woods as charcoal and firewoods. Most of the 

broad-leave trees are hackberries, oaks which are food to 

larvae, caterpillar and butterfly. 

In thefor'(~!st one can find a rich ecosystE!lfl of flor'a and 

fauna. Man was a part of this ecological system when he took 

advantage of the forest. However, with the change in manls 

lifE:1, thE:1 fOlnest has a1so c/'JangE:1d. As man finds litUoE:! usagE:1 

of the forest, he does not take good care of it anymore. 

Moreover, broad-leave trees have been replaced by needle-leave 

trees, so-called soft woods which have higher market value. 

10he forests have disappeared one after another as industrial 

plants and houses were built. 
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Our movement for the restoration of the OOlllurasaki was launched 

to restore the good environment for flora and fauna including 

OomuY'asaki, and increase its population. In 19"10, thE! Saitama 

Prefecture made a plan for the creation of a Rest and 

Recreation Park. And our town, Ranzanmachi became a candidate 

for the pr'ojE.~ct. Ranzannfachi is sit:uatE!d on thE) Niki Hills 

between the Kanto plains and the Chichibu mountains range. 

In spite of recent trend of urbanization, we still find fields, 

farlfllands, grE!enS, l"ivE!Y'S. Thc:~ pur'pose o·f the projE!ct is to 

review the natural environment of the town and restore good 

enVirOl'llIlE!nt fay' 10c('.I1 communi ty . A paY't of the proj c:~ct which 

is a pIan for forestation for Oomurasaki has started. 

rhree objectives were set for the forestation project. One, 

emphasis on the ecological SYShHI1. 'lhE~ pUr'pOSE) of for'estation 

:is not only to r'estOY'B the popu.l.i:d:ion of Oomuy'asaki but to 

restore and maintain natural environment as a whole. 

Oomurasaki can not survive in a vacuum. It can survive and 

breed only when it is a part of the ecological system of the 

forC:lst. 

For example, for butterflies to suck the juice from oaks they 

need larval of some of the insects to puncture the trunk of the 

tree. So the project aims to make a forest for all kinds of 

birds and insects including Oomurasaki. 

"The second purpose is t:o nfakE:) d.tizens fd.EHldly to the fOY'E)st. 

Everyone should be able to rest and enjoy oneself in the 

forest. People may enjoy walking through the forest while 

cl'dldY'E!l, can .learn from it. A block of land will bc:~ l"~:!SE!l"ved 

to make an experimental forest which is open to all citizens to 

make research there. 

lhe third objective is the citizens ' participation. '1 he 

project was planned by the Prefecture of the government but it 

was implemented in co-operation with voluntary citizens ' groups 

that is called Council for forestation for Oomurasaki. The 

Prefecture government purchased 1.'lS hectares of land in 
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NovernbE!r 1986. It was the fir'st tilllE! that local gover'nrrH;~nt 

purchased a land for the sake of environment protection in 

Japan. 

In 1.987, a building for the secretariat will be constructed. 

After its construction, operation and management of the forest 

will be entrusted to the Ranzan town government and council, 

that is voluntary organizations. 'rhe council is represented by 

two primary schools, parent-teacher associations, and citizens l 

or'garLization. rhe citizens I organization is named IIA Gy'OUp to 

DevE:l1op, II its aims is not only to dE:~vEdop Oomur'asald but also 

to develop children who can appreciate the wonder of nature. 

In primary school, they have breeding yard where the children 

can brE!E!d and ObSE!rvt:~ OOlflurasald. They feEd close to "it if 

they breed them from larvae to butterfly, and understand its 

t:~cology . 

The adults are made up of parent-teacher associations and the 

c"itizens' group who do the weeding ot the forest. Both the 

children and adults count the number of larvae which hibernate 

in winter at the root ot oak trees. 'fhey take some larvae at 

scho01 for bY·eeding. '1 hE:~ popu1at:i.on of lar'vi.~e has incr'E:~asE:~d 

gr'adually dur'ing the yel'!J,Y' s"inct:~ the progY'amme stay'tt:~d. It may 

be due to the reproduction by butterflies released by 

childY'Ell·). (k way be due to the :imprOVernE!nt in the 

environment. 'Ihere may be some other good reasons for their 

increase. Weill have to tind the reason why the butterflies 

have increased in number. 

Reforestation for Oomurasaki has been conducted by both private 

and publ"ic sectors, and by both adults and children. I have 

been involved with this for the past two years. 1 have joined 

this Hlovement simply beci.wst:~ 1 like OOlflurasaki. HOIJJevey', as 1 

participate in the weeding or survey of the population of 

larval 1 began to enjoy doing what 1 can do for reforestation. 

Reforestation has just started. lt will not be possible to 

rE!stort:~ tht:~ population of OOlllur'as(~ki to the pr'evious level. 
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'fhe forest for Oomurasaki requires weeding, planting of trees 

and care and maintenance. 1Me forest will be handed down to 

their succeeding generations. Isn't it wonderful to think that 

you are linked to the succeeding generations by handing down 

the forest where many Oomurasaki fly and people enjoy 

thE:1msE!l.ves? 

It will. be nice if we can develop in the heart of the children 

the love and affection for nature. We hope to make the forest 

we are making a gift to the children who will live irl the 21st 

century. It is wonderful that people co-operate with each 

other. What one can do may be small but if you co-operate you 

can do something better and something big. It is the wish of 

all people concerned to hand down from generation to generation 

the forest where Oomurasaki fly and citizens can enjoy and take 

r'E;1S t . 

I think I will live in the 21st century. I hope the Earth in 

the 21st century will be a nice place to live in for all the 

living creatures. It will be a nice place to live in for human 

beings as well as for animals. If one has to contribute to 

make the 21st century a better place to live in, you should 

start with what you can do at hand. I hope I can contribute 

what I can do to make the Earth a better place to live in 

toward the 21st century through my participation in local 

forestation movement. I sincerely hope that in the 21st 

century people can enjoy watching Oomurasaki fly in the 

forest. lhank you very much. 

Ihank you very much for an excellent presentation. Now next 

presentation is from Ayako Yamada, Head of the Better living 

Section, Shiga Prefectural Union of Agricultural Co-operative. 
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I come from the city of Ochu(?) in Shiga Prefecture where the 

first international conference on lakes was held. Citizens' 

movement is a slow movement. It takes time and some of the 

activities that I will report to you today had taken 7 years 

incIudJng th~1 deter'gent I1IOV~1m~1nt that 1 haVE! conducted pd.or' to 

that. which took 15 years. 

So it seerlls that: 1 wiLl. be making th~1 same r'epor't but: 1 think 

as citizens' movement is a repetitive kind of activity and in 

that repetition people join the movement: and the circle becomes 

larger and larger. So perhaps my report is something that some 

of you may be familiar with because I am committed to 

conserving environment. 

lhe concept of different movements is the same but there are 

two organizations that I work for. One is the Livelihood 

Co-operative Association of Ochu city and the Agricultural 

Co-operation Association where f have been working with for the 

last !) y~1ar·s. 

Let me begin with the Livelihood Co-operative Association and 

the kind of activities that's taking place there. The 

~nvironmental Housekeeping book follows the detergent 

mOVC::1IflE!I'l"t. It was about 13 years ago whE!n I b~1gan to Live in 

Ochu city and from that time on 1 feIt that water has been 

polluted because of the overuse of the detergent. And I felt 

that we must do something about: It. Our city was the first to 

enact the local regulation to protect the water of Lake Biwa. 

Just because we have the regulation doesn't mean that: the Lake 

Biwa becomes green overnight. 

At that time I came across Dr Soyoshi and others of the Osaka 

University's Environment and Engineering Institute. and they 

were talking about this Environmental Housekeeping book. It 

was a very unfamiliar notion but the four of us. the staff at 

the Livelihood Co-operative Association wanted to learn about 
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this new concept, the Environmental Housekeeping book. And 

that is like having a checklist of life or checklist of 

environment. We took this to the local community, to the 

housewives and to the students. And we have distributed the 

fourth Environlnental Housekeeping book just a while ago. 

We believe that we do not exist in isolation. We are a part of 

a large, social community and part of an even larger national 

co~nunity and natural environment. We have but one existence 

in that large environment. We have sought more comfort, more 

convenience. We have stripped the environment. We have dumped 

on nature the refuse of our activities. And we might convince 

ourselves that our life is more convenient but along with that 

convenience we have brought about a number of problems. The 

red tide of the Lake Biwa, obnoxious smelling water, dry 

., .gas, unsafe toad, radioactivity, soil contamination, 

degradation of the land, excessive use of chemical materials, 

use of detergents, the water pollution, the fuel gas, the 

change of ultraviolet rays and temperature because of the fuel 

gas.rhe air pollution because ot the emissions, the loss of 

the green, changes in economic patterns, food-consuming 

patterns. 

We're degrading our farmlands, we are diminishing our green and 

we are deforesting. Some ot our rice paddies are not used. 

1he unused farmlands contribute to the degradation of the 

natural environment. Excessive use ot pulps(?), deforestation, 

also diminish greenery. 

l"hese are not immediate threats to our health but they would 

one day have adverse ilnpacts on sound body and sound mind. It 

not in this generation then in the next generation. Have we 

not pursued convenience at the sacrifice at others? Have we 

not been inconsiderate to nature? What we do everyday without 

thinking much? Aren't those activities polluting the 

environment? Should we not check what we do without thinking. 

J 
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Nature is limited. Past activities are interlocking the cycle 

of nature, may be we are suffering the cycle of nature. So, as 

you check one's activities, there are many things we realize we 

can change and do better. Of course, we can not reverse the 

clock and go back to the prilnitive way of life but we can 

change our actions so that we will pollute the environment 

less. We might suffer the inconvenience but for the best 

bertefit of all. One act is small but the sum of those small 

actions can be very large. And if more people will get 

involved those small acts can sum up and abate the degradation 

of the environment. 

One can begin with oneself. Is not one activity having adverse 

impact on the environlnent? If we are more conscious of what we 

do then perhaps we can stop the pollution of the environment. 

Companies which are collectivity of individuals might think 

differently about the food that ... service. Perhaps the 

industry will change its thinking that profit can be pursued at 

the sacrifice of all the others. May be it's a dream but I 

think change begins from oneself, if one changes the habit of 

one's life, or one educate the children to change their ways, 

then in a small way we can stop the degradation of the 

environment. 

So, four of us as the nucleus of this movenlent we appeal to 

everybody to stop before they use detergents, soaps, or even 

cars, or eat outside, and we will provide them with the 

checklist, and weill give them values, when they wash dishes, 

aren't they using too much detergents, and they should check to 

give themselves point five or five three. rhis is a small 

thing but it gives a chance to check one's habits, one's 

activities. 

l"his is has a nationwide support and the checklist forms have 

been distributed in the Ochu Livelihood Co-operative 

Association which is gathering those checklist forms and we are 

happy to note that there is ilnprovement the way people live. A 

sinlilar activity has been sponsored by the Agricultural 

Co-operative Association. 
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"fhe Detergent Non-Use Movement has a longer history.fhe 

movement goes beyond the use and the non-use of detergents and 

soaps. "fhe Agricultural Co-operative Association is heavy 

involved in the use of land. Land is where we return our 

refuse, our garbage, and so we advocate the use of compost that 

would enrich the land. Like, the water used in washing the 

rice shouldnlt go down the drain but sprinkled instead on the 

land. And we take care that the plastic bags are not burned 

but they should be re-cycled and re-used. SOlne of the plastics 

are used in pots and are used as pillows(?) but some of them 

can be recovered and re-cycled. 

1 donlt have a farmland but 1 aOI convinced that rice paddies 

are part of the ecosysteln, and rice paddies protect the 

environment. It is sad that in one part of the world people 

are starving while in Japan we are reducing rice paddies 

because we over-produce. I am advocating horticulture so that 

my children can learn to produce vegetables, that we will plant 

our own vegetables and use those vegetables from the backyard 

to use one ownls tood rather than go out to the supermarkets to 

buy prepared food. "'his will contribute to adding to the 

greenery of the environment. And rice paddies whould be 

preserved because they Ire part of the ecosystem. A high-yield 

variety of crop if developed would be very much used in rice 

paddies. 

This small beginning, citizens l movement is a small movement 

but it contributes to raising new consciousness, new awareness, 

new lifestyle and new habits. And it should begin by educating 

the children. It should be part of the school education. 

Unfortunately, many of the teachers do not have the 

qualifications to teach this because their life is full of 

waste. 

You have committed yourselves to communication and I am very 

gratified that you have organized a torum like this because I 

believe we should ourselves not in a narrow existence but in a 

broader environment. "fhen one will begin to see a company, a 
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new sort of company. or even new politicians who will not put 

profits or self interest before all the others. And the end 

rE!sult will be a differ'ent economic society. 

I would likE~ to COITII1H:~nd th€:1 Commission that the €:1lTlphasis on th€:1 

prevention of pollution rather than abating pollution once it 

has taken place. I feel we can listen to the wind to see the 

changes of season, to see the colours of the leaves change, and 

I hope that many of the businessmen can be here or the 

politicians, and that they would share our convictions. And I 

sincerely hope that many ordinary people will join in our 

endeavour to protect the environment. 'fhank you. 

Now the last presentation is by Mr Hashimoto, member of the 
Central Council 'for EnvironmE!l1tal Pollu Lion Control. 

loday. I would like to talk about my experiences in the 

corporation and environmental issues in the LDCs and its 

future. first of all. I would like to consider the central 

issue which is the concern of WCED. that is environment and 

development. First. we would like to take a look on what Japan 

have been doing to contribute to development and the 

envir'onm€:1nt. 

lhe first effort was the admission made by our Environment 

Agency Director General, Mr Oichi at the stockholln Conference 

of our experience with the Minamata disease. of our failures of 

our policies in protecting the environment. 

The second was the attempt which was a report which came out of 

the ()ECD I:nviY'onrnental Policy RE!viel"'. We hav~1 ~1l11ployed 2% of 

our GNP to comply with the views of OEeD but we have found to 

our regret that the executive policies were not met. 
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And the third effort that we have put in was in 1983 at the 

UNEP Conference, our Director General Ohara preferred that we 

should address ourselves to the topic of development and 

environment. As a result this World Commission on Environment 

and Development was developed and it resulted to the 'rokyo 

Declaration which was announced today 

At the moment 1 mysEd.f has retir'l;:~d fr'om of'Fice and thE!Y'E!for'l;:~ is 

a very free person. But on a personal aspect, 1 am engaged in 

a variety of international co-operative effort. In doing so, 1 

have been placing emphasis on my statements some points which 1 

would like to discuss now. 

Ever since the devastation brought by the war here in Japan, 

Japan had to start from scratch to reconstruct itself. And I, 

of course, was in the midst of this devastation coming out at 

Uris misE!rable situaLion and what 1 'hl1t a·t that time l/Ji:.tS 

E:1quivalent to lAJhat pE:wpJe fE:dt at that U.IIIE:1. 1. was engaged 

with environment policy service at that time but 1 have felt 

ever since then that those people who are engaged for policy 

environmental purpose must always be addressing issues which I 

have faced in the past. "hat is environment issue is very easy 

and fun to deal with and to discuss. But in implementing 

actual policy, you see that there are a lot of repercussions. 

rhere is a lot of criticism from the mass media we 

policy-makers have to face with and Mr Kobayashi has told us of 

the effort in the power industry. But we do feel great 

pr'E:1SSlH'E:1 fl"ol1l a var'iE:d:y of indust:I":ies. It: is imp(H'tant to t:r'y 

to ensure development for different sectors of industry but at 

this t:ime to ensure good development of the environment. 

So, this is what is very difficult for us, policy-makers. 1 

think if we did not have any popular movement which did not go 

against us, then I don't think that we would have been able to 

go this much and 1 don't think we would have been able to do 

such drastic changes in policy that we have been able to make 

in the past. 
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But popular movements are not enough to incite local and 

nationi'.ll gover'nmE:~nt authoritiE:~s to COlliE! and COPE:~ up with the 

problems. In the year 1970 a special session was held in the 

Diet to talk about environmental issues and an ~nvironment 

Declaration was made at that time and on the basis of this 

dE:~claration, a var'iety of policy IlleaSUr'E:~S wer'E:~ i/llplE:HnE:~nted. 

In looking back at the kind of policy that has been implemented 

I oft(~!n COlliE! to cons:id(~!r what kind of a r·o1.E:~ policy-·-makE:~r·s play 

or government ministries play or politics play in order to 

alleviate the problems brought about by industrial pollution. 

And recollection tells us that we have been trying to do in the 

past was not always correct and that we have to be very frank 

about admitting our mistakes that we have made in the past. 

And I I rn sur'E~ that many policy-makE:~rs ar'ound tl'JE:~ wor'ld haVE! 

faced the same problems and the same regrets. 

I have just seen the results of the kind of policies that they 

have enacted and 1 think that it is important to look back to 

past experiences and try to learn from what we have done. And 

in this process I think that it is important that the public 

participate. But the main kind of public participation that we 

encounter is criticism, there is a mass criticism that is 

dirE:~cted to thE:~ adlldrLi.str'ation. 1 think thf.lt: without such kind 

of par'ticipation, discussion in th'::1 DiEd~ among politicic:'.Ins and 

policy-makers can not be enhanced. So, I think that public 

participation is very important. 

Next, lid like to talk about what we are doing in Japan by way 

of co-operating with the LDes in improving the environment in 

the Loes. We have been under the UNEP being contributing a lot 

for the betterment of the environment. First of all we have 

extended a helping hand to the Indonesian government as a 

result of the statement which has been brought about by the 

four major economic organizations of Japan. The statement was 

developed after their observation of that country, And we have 

been able to successfully implement policies and to influence 

grass-roots infrastructure building, 

Indonesia to help in this process, 

I, lnyself, have beE!)') to 
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But I did encounter the fact that it is going to be very 

difficult to facilitate co~nunication from the very beginning. 

It takes some time to come to establish the channel of 

comnlunication and be very frank about airing your own views 

from both sides. For instance, the lake ofrabaco(?) was a 

concern of our project and there were people who were concerned 

with lowering the surface level of that lake. And so, of 

course, everybody wanted imnrediate measures to conquer the 

problems but irr~ediate results cannot be obtained. You have to 

be patient and wait for the results. 

Another important point is that we have to be able to 

positively participate in international projects. We have been 

doing so. I have been participating in a lot of advisory 

processes for developing tropical forests. Actually my 

experience was with Indonesia. "rhere was a change in 

government during the time I was engaged in this process and it 

took a long time. 

Actually, when we look at the policy nreasures implemented here 

in Japan, it took about 13 years to make an effective policy, 

and it was after 40 years the devastation of the was that 

people were able to ilnplement effective environment policy. So 

we have to understand this facts. "Ihere are pollution caused 

by the numerous industrial complexes, by the agricultural 

sectors, and by the urban concentration as well. 

I"here are a lot of differences amongst countries and therefore, 

there nlust be an awareness of these differences and the 

differences of the kind of environment in which countries are 

placed in. Unless you understand these differences itls going 

to be very difficult to effectively institute co-operative 

effort. So, co-operative effort must be made and international 

co-operation must be made on the basis of cornmon understanding 

of the problem. So, I would think that the "'"okyo Ueclaration 

is a sector furthering understanding in this respect. 
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TherE! was a rtlE!ntion of the Lake i:tnd EnvironIllE!l'lt Comrni ttEH:~ by Mr 

Yamada and the conference which was held in Shiga, the 

Conference on Control of Pollution of Lakes, In this 

connection lt is important to try to understand 

END OF ·fAPE 1 - SIDE 1 

007SP/ep/nov. 87 
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TAPE 2 .. - SIDE 1 
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control of pollution of lakes and I think in this connection it 

is important to try to understand whether environment and 

development can procE:~ed hand j,n hand. I think that the St:E:1pS 

for environmental protection and steps towards industrial 

development do not go hand in hand. Sometimes it diverts from 

thE:~ road and sometimE!s it confLicts with E:~ach other'. And so it 

j,s j,nlportant that people in both sectors, the environmental 

protection side and in the industrial development side, come to 

an understanding about each others ' concerns. lhen we have 

NeRD and the UNEP, which are engaged in the different types of 

development projects. It is important to try to understand 

what local government authorities are concerned with in trying 

to bring about a solution to environment and development. 

About making change, which was mentioned in the 'rokyo 

Declaration, was the great change that was experienced in 

Japan, and unless such drastic change is encountered, I think 

j,t is very important to institute various environmental 

measures that can go hand in hand with development. Looking at 

the development of the RUs, they have come to build a 

sufficient infrastructure and to enable industrialization. But 

I think that the problem of environment cannot be coped with 

0075P/bb/nov. 81 
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without looking at the grassroot problem. Lastly, I would like 

to mention that, although it SEH:1ms as if thE! Tokyo DE~cJar'ation 

touched sli~~htly on E!nvil"onment as a global conceY'n, but I 

think that environment is a global concern and therefore we 

have to think very seriously about what kind of global effect 

environment will have, and what effect it well have on people 

around the world. And I think it is important that various 

checks and examinations should be made at a variety of stages 

throughout the world so that we would be sure about the kind 

environment in which we are living. 

Here there are a lot of people from the government, the 

political arena, the Jaw and the sciences, but I think that 

each of thE!Se pE!ople fy'om the differE!llt ar'E!naS must get 

togE:1thE:H' and come to 1.\\ comnlon undE:H'standing about E:1I1vironlllental 

issues. First, as in the case of Japan, there was a very 

strict sentence passed by the courts here concerning the 

preservation of an amicable environment in relation to the 

construction of an international airport, and 1 think that such 

tYPE!S of sentE!lICeS is very :i.mpor'tant foY' pY'E!S~H'vation of a 

satisfactory and comfortable environment for mankind. lhank 

you. 

1 think we h~ve had five presentations from five persons 

covering a widely representative range, academics, managers, 

youth, community leaders and government officers. And the 

presentations in their entirety reflect the heightened concern 

of the pr'oblE:H1IS of env::i.r'onrnent. In SOIllE:1 aspects they show us 

the achievements realized by Japan, and in all of them one 

senses that there are some fears and concerns about unresolved 

problems. I think several Commissioners have some remarks to 

make, so we will take half an hour an interaction between the 

pre s entors and the COITmr.i s s ioner's . 1 will s tal"t with 

Comlllissioner Stanovnik. 
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lhank you, Mr Chairman. 1 would first like to thank the young 

student, in my incapacity of speaking in Japan, I will just 

call her Miss Butterfly, for her most beautiful poem which she 

has actually brought to us. And it is not that I would like to 

address any question to her, but rather to our Secretary, and 

would like to ask whether there is still time that in our 

section of our report on forests we find a small little place 

where we would still record a little bit of this poem of hope, 

because I think that the entirely world should rather hear it 

and profit from it and not only us who have today had this 

privilege. But the real reason that I am asking for the floor, 

Mr President, is that I would like to ask a question to the 

gentleman representing the electric power company and to tell 

him that 1 was most impressed by his presentation and would 

therefore like to see if we could benefit somewhat even more 

from his and his country's experience which, I will immediately 

add, is so much unlike the experiences which we have met in 

other parts of the world. Now my question is actually the 

following: 1 understood him saying that Japan generates one 

thiy'd of its electric pOWElY' fY'orn the thElY'H1o st.ations IAlhich are 

fired by liquified natural gas, which is environmentally clean 

and one third from the nuclear power stations. Now we find 

anxiety and disquiet in connection with the nuclear power 

stations, particularly after the accidents in the states and in 

the USSR. We find this disquiet allover the world, and I 

would be surprised if there would not be a little bit of 

anxiety even here in Japan. 

In the light of that I ask hilll, in comparison with thEl 

liquified natural gas-fired stations, how do the costs of one 

and 'l.he othEllh actua.lly compare, and if liquifit::1d naturi':.ti gas 

stations are also clean in as far as S02 and NOx are 
concerned, does Japan plan for the future a relatively higher 

s har'e of NLG-.. ·f i Y'ed s t:a t :i.ons or do you pJan to nlai ntai n thi s 

share as it st.ands at the present? 
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Thank you very much tor the question. let me deal with the 

question of compaY'ative costs. MoY'e recE!ntly, the Japanese 

Government, Ministry of International Trade and Industry, has 

done some calculations. rhis is a long-term average over the 

life of the equipment: for hydro and thermo, including NlG, 

and nuclear reactor, the most expensive in Japan is hydro, 

followed by NlG and other thermo, and the most inexpensive is 

the nuclear energy in Japan. And the difference is about 20 

per cent. 20 per cent hydro is most expensive, thermo less 20 

per cent, and nuclear energy again less 20 per cent. So in the 

future, if we are to build an electric power generation plant, 

the nuclear plant would be the least expensive. Of course, we 

are mindful of the accident at Chernobyl, and to those of us 

engaged in the electric power industry, that accident was 

indeed a great shock. And in this country, a few days after 

the Chernobyl accident, we had a very very small fall-out, but 

we were able to measure radioactivity here, and a newspaper 

printed that. But our reactor type is different from the ones 

used in the Soviet Union and we do not have this similar 

managemE!l1"t py'obl!::~m OY' the OpE!l"ational problem that ChE!Y'nobyl 

had. We do not have a problem at the operators. We feel that 

we have the safety that would prevent an accident like that. 

We are convinced of that. 'the graphite-cooled reactor of 

Chernobyl is a different reactor type than that in Japan. We 

will not have a destruction because ot the rapid power-up. Our 

reactor type will not have a rapid power-up. 

From the planning phase, designing phase, operating phase, we 

have given tremendous commitment to ensuring safety. As I have 

said in my presentation, Japan must import most ot its energy 

consumed in this country, and so today we have thermo plants, 

not just NlG, but we fire oil and coal, about 60 per cent is 

today thermo. But, in the future, there would be increased use 

at nuclear power plants because the fuel cost is very small for 

the nuclear power generation, and so nuclear power has 

advantages tar beyond the tuel cost. We must continue to 
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development the use of nuclear energy but ensuring safety, I 

have said that our policy is to adopt the best mix, We must 

have a mix of hydro power plants, thermo power plants and 

nuclear power plants, and depending on the fluctuation of the 

use, we must have the best mix, That would enable us to meet 

the requirements, "'he main stay would be provided by the 

nuclear power, I hope this answers your question, 

Sorry. just a very small question, What is the share in the 

t:otal cost of nuclear', thE! shal"e of cost of dE!COlllmissioning thC::1 

nuclear power stations? 

Before you answer this question, possibly Commission Hauff 

has, , , 

Q.§..£lm.!::! ........ ~ 0 .p.E_y..~.§..b i 

l h e cos t 0 f t h C::1 d C::1 co mrn iss ion i n g i s not par' t 0 f the cos t t hat 1 

have HlE!ntionC::1d, But ElIJen, including the cost of 

decommissioning, there would be no great difference, Nuclear 

energy would stilI be the least expensive, 

1 would just like to add one little question which continues 

the line of the argument of my colleague, What: is the share of 

the costs dedicated to the solution of the problem of the final 

disposal of high radioactive waste, where you have to make sure 

that this kind of waste does not enter for thousands of years 

t:he biosphere, and do you have a sound technical solution to 

that problem today? 

---------------------
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Thank you for that question. 1 do not have the figures 

available, but I would like to answer your question later when 

I get thE! fig u y' E:1 sin 111 y han d . ], s Hit s c:d 1 rig h t '? 

To Mr Hashimotosan. I would question that you mention 

enviY"onment and dev~doplfl~~nt cannot qo toqether. That 

development creates environmental problems or environment will 

be at the expense of development. 00 you see there is the 

possibility of going hand in hand, environment and development, 

bC::1cause dev~~lopment is a long-teY'1fI issue, and c='!nv'irOnIfJE!l'lt 

requires that resources are to sustain the long-term 

development? Question number one to Mr Hashimoto. Just brief 

question to Mr Kobayashi: Is it true that in the cost of 

nuclear I do not mean necessarily in fiqure, but is in the cost 

of nuclear included the cost of managing nuclear waste, to 

dec 0 rnnri s s ion the fa c tOY' y, the e .1 e Tn e n t 0 f Y'i s I< ; arE! the s C::1 

components of costs included in your cost structure? Or is it 

outside your cost structure. If so, is nuclear energy 

subsidized in terms of settling nuclear waste, decommissioning 

of the factory later on, and so on. So, who picks up that cost 

regardless of the numbers? "hank you. 

I would like to respond to the question raised by His 

~xcellency Salim. I think that it is possible for development 

and environment to go hand in hand, little by little. Although 

this process is gradual, I think this has become possible now. 

lhere is a lot of difference between the strength of the 

authoritil::1s engaged 'in E!nvironIflE!ntal adrrrin-.i.stration and 

developmental administration, and therefore it is important to 

have a balance between these two d-.i.fferent admin-.i.strations. 

Ever since 1970, Japan has been experiencing for about five 

years since that tillle dl~astic chan~~e in thE! balanCE! of' pOIJJer' 
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between the environmental authorities and the developmental 

authorities. As a result it was considered that it is 

important to make a very good environmental assessment and also 

to impose n(~!cessar'y 1(~!9al mE:1aSUr'€~s. 

Actually, we did not succeed in laying legislation for methods 

of environmental assessment but actually the local government 

bodies do have their respective ordinances which can control 

environmental assessments. Without environmental assessment, 1 

think it is very difficult for any industry in Japan to bring 

about development, and therefore they have to engage in a very 

long process of development. But, of course, environmental 

assessment process is also a very long process, and in terms of 

scientific methodology, there are also various uncertainties 

involved, there are also a lot of conflict of interest between 

the people concerned, and there is also conflict of use among 

the experts. In particular when you come to grips with 

pr'obIE!lIIS \..\Jhich face a small countr'y likE! Japan, it is ver'y 

difficult, and the power of decision making is given to the 

administrators and therefore the people who support the 

administration can get their project passed, and after that the 

administration is responsible for implementing whatever policy 

they would like to implement. 

With F'E:1gar'd to dE:1conJlnissiorling. 'lhE:1 cost of decommissioning, 

as I said, is not included, but even with the decommissioning 

costs, the economy of nuclear power plant is proved. 'Ihe other 

thing: rhe operating nuclear power plants, the cost of 

radioactive waste for the operating power plants, this is 

included in the cost. 

v o.JJ E:1.!.~ ...... H El.!:.!Lt.. 

I would like once more to put the question: Beside the 

question of who is paying for the costs, what is the height of 

the costs. 00 you have today a solid real solution to the 

problem of high radioactive waste and of dismantling? 
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On the question of who would pay the cost, at present it is the 

nuclear power station that uses the nuclear power plant, so it 

is part of the generating cost of electricity. I am not an 

expert engineer on nuclear energy, but although there might be 

some technologies that are not fully developed, but we must 

continue to develop that technology as we developed the use of 

nuclear energy, and that is the basic policy of this country. 

Esteemed Participants, gracious Ladies and Gentlemen, I have 

been overwhelmed by the kindness and courtesies of the host 

country, and I though 1 would pay a word of tribute before I 

put a question. I come from a land where Buddha was born but 

has been forgotten, and I come to a land now where Buddhism is 

still practised. It reminds me to narrate a parable, one from 

thE:~ IIGhadgas II, the Jih;! stor'J.E:~S of Buddha. He was wandE:H'ing 

from village to village in search of principles of salvation, 

and he was approached by the villagers who asked him 'how can 

we succeed in life and obtain our objectives?' And Buddha 

replied that there are three soJutions, three methods that you 

must practise, the first is you must respect the laws of 

nature. By that he meant, because the vilJagers soon asked him 

'what are the laws of nature?', and Buddha told them that one 

is that you must have practised moderation, the second is you 

must not annihilate the variety with which nature thrives. 

Buddha himself was a great believer in nature, he did not 

believe in God, but he believed in the principles of nature. I 

find that in Japan Buddhism is not only practised in the 

temples and the Shinto shrines, but it is practised in life 

also. You lead a great life of moderation, and you believe in 

maintaining the lifestyle which is respecting variety, the 

lifestyle is one of respecting species ' variety and diversity. 

The others were discipline and organization. 1 find that the 

way in which this conference has been convened here, is an 
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ideal example of how disciplined and organized this nation is. 

And Buddha told the villagers that if you want to change even 

the trend of a whole nation you can do so if you are organized 

and disciplined. "'his is what Buddha himself did. He was a 

reformer, he was trying to preach against certain principles of 

Hinduism, and he said he had to respect the laws, but the only 

way to do it was to bring about public awareness and 

consciousness, and to be able to do it in a disciplined and 

organized manner. 

The way in which we have had this conference convened really 

feels me with adloiration. You are all assembled in the right 

numbers and proportions in which we were told that you would be 

present here to participate, and everyone is disciplined and 

organized to conduct himself in a manner in which you can 

produce results. 

I think the whole world has to take an example, a page from 

your way of life, in which you organize and discipline yourself 

and make yourself effective. So I pay a very warm tribute 

coming to Japan and taking the great exalnple that your nation 

has set throughout the world of moderation and respecting 

species, and even doing everything in a lifestyle which does 

not go too far in anything. Even if you have energy, don't 

concentrate too much on nuclear energy. Have all other kinds 

of energy as well. "'his is what Buddha taught. Uon't put all 

your eggs in one basket, have a basket of currencies and you 

will never fail, and that is what the lifestyle of Japan is. 

The only question that r wanted to ask was that in India we 

face the problem of even the small patches of greenery that 

exist in urban cities is being attacked by the richer citizens, 

being bought up and turned into houses and construction, and 

the result is that the little patches of greenery that exist 

are fast disappearing. 

When I came here, 1 had a lady distributing pamphlets that that 

was also being experienced in Japan. Is that so, or is that 
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not so? And it that is so, is anything being done by the 

public to stop it? 

Perhaps our experiences are slightly different, but 1 said that 

the growth at greenery in this country is perhaps because of 

the different reasons. 1 think the Japanese is consuming less 

rice today, and that is why rice paddies are not used. We are 

not producing rice as we used to in the past, and many of the 

rice paddies are not used today because of the high-user 

variety. 1he loss of greenery in this country is mainly 

because we are losing the rice paddiE!s. The Government gives 

order every year of how much acreage of rice paddies to be not 

used. And after two years on non-use, the rice paddies become 

shrubs and it becomes wasted land, and it is very difficult to 

return those wasted lands back to the rice-paddies once it has 

been abandoned, and left unused for a year or two. So my loss 

of greenery is mainly due to the loss of rice-paddies. This is 

a slightly different from the Indian experience. 

Well, 1 think we are going to take a break for 1.~ minutes, and 

then come back for an interaction with the public. 'fhank you. 

COfFEf.. BI~EAK 

First of all, let me say that we have a very large number of 

questions, and a very large number at people who have expressed 

the willingness and the desire to make a statement to the 

Commission. I do apologize t:hat: we haVE! timE! constY'aints and 

we will try with your cooperation to get through as many of the 
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people who have requested the floor as possible. What we would 

like to do is call upon the person whose name is listed on the 

sheets that we have here in front of us. and we would ask you 

to identify yourself and they will bring a microphone to you so 

that you can speak from your place. If you are going to make a 

statenlent. rather than posing a question. we would ask you in 

consideration to all of the other people who are here who also 

wish to speak to keep your statement as brief as possible. 1 

know that you may have a lot of points to give us and a lot of 

points to make. and we really do want to hear them all. but we 

do want as well to give as many people as possible the 

opportunity to speak. 

First. we have quite a number of questions in hand. I call 

upon the first one to pose those questions. to make them known 

to everybody. and we will tryon this side to respond to those 

questions. I call first on Hishashi Shiyoda. Graduate 

Student. You can pose your questions. 

In this lokyo Declaration. I think we see that there is a 

magnitude of issues to be covered and I was very much 

interested in the l'okyo Declaration. 'Ihe various environmental 

issues which must be faced on a global scale. which is noted in 

the lokyo Declaration. is solved only by uniting the peoples of 

the world hot in the concern over environment. but I think it 

is very difficult to try to unite the opinions of people around 

the wor'ld I and inci b:~ thl::~HI to the undE!rstanding o·f thE! 

importance of protecting the environment. It will take a lot 

of time. And. 1 think. it's going to be important to have some 

kind of an authority which can have the power of authority and 

enfOrCE!Tnent over this issue. and to bE! able to.implement the 

nE:1Cessary l11eaSUrE:1S acr'oss boy'der's. And]. would likE:1 to hE:1ar 

your views on the necessity of instituting such a body. And 1 

think that in order to solicit the participation of all of 
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mankind on this woy'ld, 1 think it is impoy'tant to hav~~ a big 

organization, and under this umbrella of an organization it is 

important to have not only politicians, but people from the 

industry, journalists, scientists, doctors, and people from the 

public. 1 think it -:is -:important to have selected people fY'om 

different groups to debate this problem, and in order to have a 

10t of people's views reflected, I think we have to have a 

participation of a variety of people and have them deliberate 

on a variety of env-:ironmental issues, and to come up w-:ith 

specific and concrete measures to cope with the problems of the 

global env-:ironment; and then to come up with the necessary 

policy measures to cope with problems of the world on 

environment and development. 

I feel the necessity, and I think it is also necessary to try 

to solic-:it the partic-:ipation of the youth in this regards as 

WE:1ll. 

I think this is a very good question, and the type of question 

of the issues which it poses were issues which confronted us, 

and which we addressed. ·'he problem is not really one of 

shortage of international organizations with an ability to face 

those problems. If anything, we are a plethora of 

international organizat-:ion. rhe problem is the coordination 

and the efficiency of those organizations. ·,·hose organizations 

are inadequate, because by their very nature they cannot be 

otherwise. I mean, the emanate from a concept of sovereign 

states. Those problems, by definition, transcend one state. 

If you take action in one country and they cause pollution in 

the seas, pollution in the a-:ir, they won't stay within your 

boundaries. So the concept of sovereignty itself is a obsolete 

COI·lCE!pt. 

But we are faced with the fact of life and, indeed, the fathers 

of the United Nations Charter, who conce-:ived the Charter as a 

response to a tragic situation which the world faced then, I 
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mean, drafted this Charter in the name of the people. 'rhe 

Charter of the United Nations is a Charter which says: we the 

people of the world. .. It does not say: WE! the gOVE!rnHlE!nts of 

the world... But the fact of the matter is that the people are 

represented by governments, and it is the governments who form 

those organizations. So, we have certain political realities 

which we have to face and certain patterns which have to 

changE!, cEH'tain visions of our relationship IA/hich havf:1 to be 

change, and that is the sort of thing we address ourselves to. 

It is not simply the artifice of how to organize coordination 

between existing status, the whole philosophy, the whole vision 

on which those organizations are based. lhat is one thing. 

Secondly, for this change to come, it cannot really come if we 

continued to use the SaITIf:1 mf:1chan:isl1l for' r'€:~sponse to action and 

changE! will havf::1 to come. In its formal Inannf::1r it l."riLl haVE! to 

come governments. So in order to get the governments to move 

in the direction we want we need the people. rhis is why we 

say that our appeal is basically to the people, and that is why 

also in our debate, in our internal debate on this issue, we 

time and tillle agai.n talkf:1d about populiH' par'U.cipation, 

participation in the decision making within the national 

bor'd€:1rs. But mor€:1 i.mpor'tant than this, par'tj.cipation by 

popular forces in the decision-making process at the 

internatiorli:lJ 1€:1Vf::d.. ., hat is wh€:H'e thf:1 rol€:1 of the NGOs COllIes 

in.fhey have a very important role, and it is in that 

contents what said about scientists, about youth, about women 

groups become very, very, very relevant, particularly in issues 

like this, the issue of environment and development. 

lhank you very much. I would like to pose a question with 

regard to the role of women, because 1 believe it is the woman 

who becomes the victim to misconceived development. And so in 

Japan, environmental movements is sponsored and promoted by 

women and so I ask in the Commission1s report what expectation 

do you give to the IJJOHH:!n 'Foy' thE! sustainf::1d df::1Uf::11oPIlIE!I"lt:.? 
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We do not invite responsibility on the basis of sex. Hut 1. am 

going to ask Margarita to answer this because she knows very 

Illuch about this iSSUE:1 in its devEdopmE!ntal context. 

Thank you Mr Chairman. 1. also want to ask some other 

Commissioner's, sOllie othE!)" co.l1c:~agues of minE! l:o answer' the 

question because 1. think that men do have some times opinion 

about WOlllen, so itls their report. 1 have been very impressed 

by the Japanese growth, by Japanese development. ·fhis is the 

first time that 1 have visited ·I·okyo, and, of course, I know a 

little bit of it, but it is really impressive. And that, 1. 

hope, has revitalized instead of destroyed part of your ancient 

formidable culture, because what we talk about in the 

Commission is about new, different growth, and that is what 

envil"onl1lE:1ITt c:,.nd dE:~velopl1lent is elbout. And 1. am VE:1ry irnpr'E:~ssed 

about the role of women in NGOs because 1 have been approached, 

fortunately for me, by groups of women who are defending the 

environment in real po.litical, deve.lopmental work. We have 

spent 20 years going from the environmental movement being a 

romantic point of view, taking into account, a new age of 

scientific thinking, and scientific data, and now, 1. think, we 

have come to the political stage of our environmenta.l work. 

1. was vey·y iHlpY'E:~sSE:1d elIso that tlAlO WOmE:HI today took thE:1 podium 

to talk about environmental mOVE:HTlE!nts. But I also wou.l.d .like 

to SeE!, apart fr'om the /·IOUSE:1···book for' environment, a 

SUCCE!ss-book for envir·onmE!llt. Which of these movements rt:.~a.lly 

has Illade it to stop this destruction, which of these movements 

have incorporated po.litical issues, and which of these 

movements have been not only denouncing for years on end, like 

she said so beautifully, this is the lSth time or the 15th 

year, 1 tell this story again again, and may be I can hope that 

only two or thrE:~e pE:~op1E:~ can join lIIe E!Uey'y time they h~Hilr rne. 

Because today, the women are taking part as, I think as always 
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in the world, in the local day to day affair of the 

environment, or it could mean the house, and this is the house 

of men WhElI"! IJJe ar'e talking about E!cology. And thE!y have a 

strong sensitivity and responsibility towards their environment 

issues. Environment not as only an elitist word, not a 

discourse word. It means 'water', soil for production, it 

means their children's health, it means day to day basic 

confrontation of the women of the world with the environment, 

and also you go round the world and take a look, in all the 

environmental movements of the world, in the Green Parties, in 

the gr'een mov~1ment, women are tald.ng the lE!ad. So I would 

enthusiastically support my friend who has been accompanying us 

all through the Commission's wOI"k sitting outsidE!, taking 

notes, I am also very grateful for a group a people who have 

taken the trouble to give me the recent Japanese antipollution 

movements 'Trumi Undo', the papers on the Minamata Disease, the 

thin<..~s that we don't hi'.'.IVe the time to hear, I appreciate that 

somebody puts it always on the table. I am very lucky to know 

that we are perhaps the new youth and the new resistance 

ITIOVEHnE:1nt that is going to change the cultuf'E:! of today' s LillIe. 

I do encourage the women like I have seen alround the world, to 

take a leadership in that, Maybe, it is the one big 

oppor'tunity, Thanks, 

Okay, thank you Margarita, 'rhe next question come from a 

student, Marashiro Otsuka. 

My question to the Commissioners has to do with the 

E:H1ViY'OnIflElI'lt.c.'l1 policy of Japan in the futuY'e, What do you 

expect ot Japan in terms ot the environmental policy? Because 

Japan uses lumber and we are offenders not vict.ims because we 

are felling trees everywhere, and tropical woods are used in 

our daily lite, and I don't think we Japanese are conscious 

that we are telling other people's trees and consuming them 
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and 1 think it is important to educate our people. So what 

dOE:1s thE:1 Corrmd.ssion expect in teY'ms of Ji.~pan I s enviy'onmE~ntal 

policy for the future? The COllltnission talks about the news 

development, a different development, of course, using capital, 

using technology. The conventional pattern of development is a 

family away(?), but if we are going to have a new development, 

how can the conventional technology be used for new development 

while protecting the environment? 

1. would ask ComnlissiorH:!Y' Salim to anSWE:H' this question. 

l'he concept of development, sustainable development, as 

mentioned in the 'fokyo Oeclaration, starts the approach to 

progress which meets the needs of the present without 

compromising that ability of future generations to meet their 

own needs. So that the needs of today must be satisfied 

without destroying the resources for the future generation. 

lropical forest timber are a renewable source, it can be used 

whilst maintaining the continuation of their existence. What 

is nE:1E!ded now from Japan is one; If E:1f'foY'ts aY'E:1 nfadE:1 to buy 

tilllbE!Y', is H: not possible to buy in the fOY'1Il of procE!ssE!d 

cOlTlIlfodities, not y'aw matE:H'ial, in ordE:1Y' that thE:1 value addE:1d, 

the additional valuC::1, 'in transfoY"ming the Y'allJ material into 

finished woods, that that activity can be located in the 

developing countries? 

lNU OF TAPl 2 - SIOl 1 
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can be used by maintaining the continuation of their 

existence. What is needed now from Japan is one, if efforts 

ay'e madE:~ to buy U.nlbeY', isn I t it possible to buy in the form of 

processed commodities not raw material in order that the value 

added, the additionid vi:due in tl"ansfoY'ming the r'aw nlated.aJ 

into finished goods, that that activity can be located in the 

deveJoping countries. With an increase of vaJue added Jess 

tropical forest area is needed because with the increase value 

the quantity of the area can be reduced. 

SE:1cond, that in this price of Uris tropical timber, a law can 

be given for re-plantation, reforestation. In a way, what 

sustainable development comes to Inean is that you make use of 

the natural resource without reducing the capacity of that 

rE!SOUl"ce to sustain continuous dE:w~:doprrHHltal e·fforts. 

It is this change of outlook in development which is 

.impor'tant. So, what do we I:.~xpect not only ·rr'oHl Japan but from 

all countr'ies? How to Jook to the dE:~vEdopE:H:l process fY'onl that 

ang Ie? DE!V ~doplflent is no t a one shot opI:.H'ation; dE!v e loprnent is 

a continuous process. So the notion of what can we do is how 

OO'lSP/bb/nov. 8~ 
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to expand the concept of sustainable development into the minds 

and the calculations of business community, politicians and the 
grassroots level. 

I live in Japan and one of the patients of air pollution. I 

suffer from a severe impairment because of the pollution. 

Japanese E~conolHY gr'E:1W ver'y r'apidly. My asthma dE:1ter'ior'i.'lted. 1 

am 39 years old but from the age of about 18 to 23, this last 5 

YE:1ar'S I was hospitalizE:!d becausE:1 of illY SeVE:H'e asthma. 1 had no 

joy of life, joie de vivre in those five years. I had to be 

hospitalized, 1 had to have oxygen and injections, body fluid 

injected in me, and that was the kind of life I lived. No joy 
of lifE:1. 

1 got a job and went to work but I can not work for a long time 

like ordinary people. ~or the last ten years I can hardly 

work. When the law was enacted, the law concerning the 

abatement of pollution, it has givE:1n me SOllie compensation. 

That is thE:1 only inC0I1IE:1 -- inC0I1IE:1 fr'om the cOlllpensation that 

this law provides. And if I should suffer another disease on 

top of asthma 1 really don't know what to do. 

My sister's married and has children and she has nice family 

life. But 1 live alone. Cold days are worse days for me. In 

co1d days if I wa1k a hundr'E!d mE!ty'E:1S my bY'eath becomes VE!ry 

d iff i cuI tan d s t air s a r' e d iff i c u :.I. t ton E:1 got i a t:E:1 . 1 can h a r' d 1 y 

move on my own. 1 drive a special car to he1p my mobility. 

Without the car I really can not live. 

I wanted to share my state with you and 1 have had body fluid 

injected this morning and 1 must probably go back to the 

hospital ward after I withdraw from this hall. But I wanted to 

be here and I wanted to share with you the state that I'm in. 
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We have about a hundred thousand patients who suffer from 

pol1ut.ion diseas(;~s. Hnd half of theSE! pa'U€:Hlts ar'(;1 chi.ldr'(;1n 

bEdow th(:~ a~~~~ of 15. ~:;ome of them suffE!r' fr'om Minarnato 

disease. lhere are 10 / 000 patients of Minamato disease and 

they're really not compensated enough. And other patients from 

KarJ(;1nd.('?) oil disE1ase and thE1re ar'€;1 other' pollutJ.on patients. 

But thE! governmE!nt is not doing VE!Y'y much. It is time to 

abolish the special zoning to give compensation to the zones. 

I came here to solicit your support. About 10 / 000 of my 

friends have died in the last 10 years due to pollution 

diseases. Some people say that the pollution in Japan has been 

stopped but it is not st.opped and I would like to solicit 

support of the Commissioners , the members of this special 

COllllldssion , to hE11p us. ThE1 polIution pr'oblEHfI is not E!ndE1d in 

Japan. rhank you. 

Yoshi is a IlH:!l1IbE1r' of the Hssod.ab.on of Patients of PolluU.on 

DisE!Cls(:1s. Her' lIloving words must have giVE!n you a pictUI"E! of 

the suffering of those peopIe. 

The next quc~stion is from Sister' Jane Halon. 

I want , first of alII to thank the Commission for their fine 

work. And secondly, 1 would like to say that the destruction 

of natural resources and the use of these natural resources by 

the military worldwide is one of the greatest dangers to the 

natural environment. Hnd this was not mentioned in the 'Iokyo 

Declaration. I think this is a very serious omission. 
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W~1J.l, th~1 Tokyo O~1cJ.iH'aU.on did not omit r'~1f~1rence to this but 

I'll let COflurrissionel" ~:Jahnoun anSIMl::H' this question. 

1 would like first to say, as the Vice Chairman, how touched we 

were by the testimony we just heard before the last question, 

the lady who spoke to us on problems affecting her due to 

pollution. You remember the story which one of the 

COlllrnJ.ssJ.omH's, Judg~1 Sin~lh, said b~1for'e, that pr'oblem of the 

law of nature. If we don't respect nature, nature takes its 

revenge. And actually best thing she would do is what she did 

here, to share her experience with the maximum of people so 

that they under'stand, that industry, gov~1rnllfent, pubJ.ic opirdon 

understand that if we don't take care of nature, nature will 

take care of us; but if we don't take care about pollution, 

polluLion IArill makE! mor'e and IIlOr'l::1 victims. And it is 

ultimately industry and it is ultimately government and it is 

ultimately society which will pay. 

A very interesting experience when we met in Hrazil. We went 

to a place called Cubatao, a very heavy industrialized area. 

What happened because of the poJ.J.ution of the environment, 

bE!cause of the E!mission from the "industry, the ar'E!a IMhtch "is a 

narrow land on the coast. Hehind the factories are a number of 

hills and the hills have lost alI the"ir green cover - the 

forest. And there was erosion and a big landslide and the 

h"ills an.~ pr'act"icaI1y cOHl"ing down over' the factoY'"iE!S so that 

some of the factories had to close. This is a very 

tllustrative image of of how natuY'e can sonH.~ ttme takE! rE!venge 

if don't take care of 1t. 

Last qU~1sU.on, we sat: and discussed the problellf of s~1cur'ity, of 

ar'Trls race, of aY'mamE!nt: and the l::1ffect of mtlit:ary spending, of 

billJ.ons and billions which are spent on armaments, and which 
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certainly have a great effect on our resource base. Itls just 

like really building very dangerous toys which have no real 

interest in a sense for society but which are destroying our 

resource base. So, we did focus on this, of course, taking 

into account the world as it is, divided, unfortunately, here 

and there, having to cope with conflicts, local, regional, 

having to copy with threats. 

We talked about, in a sense, this kind of military culture. 

'fhe way that we feel that the only way to answer problems of 

this sort is to re-arm ourselves and therefore to destroy our 

environment. We certainly focus on that at length. rhe 'fokyo 

Declaration is not a surr~ary of our deliberation, of our 

discussion. 'fokyo Declaration is a spirit of Tokyo. We call 

it a lokyo Declaration because we want to, in a sense, give a 

message and that message is that the world is one. 'fhat 

whatever is done here affects other people elsewhere. And we 

HlE!lltioned in the las t pal"t of the Tok y 0 lJe c lar'ation thE! problE!1rJ 

of peace, the problem of security - itls in a way covering the 

discussion which, of course, in full detail, in much more 

detail, do cope with this matter which was raised by the lady. 

Believe me, it was treated at length and we believe in an 

adE:~quatE:~ nfal'Jl'IE:~r' and tAle i.H'E~ VE:H'y conscious of it. Thank you. 

l'hank you, Mr Chairman. Before 1 start with my question, I 

would like to give a short explanation about my presence here 

so that my question can be better understood. 11m actually 

here with group of 10 friends from 10 countries participating 

in a Jaika(1) training course on environmental administration. 

We were at Escuba(?) and we cut short our trip there to be 

present here so that we can listen to the Co~nissionls 

deliberations, and also at the same time congratulate the 

Comnci,ssion that they havE:~ done so far'. 
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Now, IE!t rrH::~ deal wi th my question. In a contc:~xt of dE!vE!loping 

country as all of us are from, I would like to ask the 

Commission whether in its deliberations of the change in the 

quality of growth there had been any discussions on the 

quantity of growth as well. By that 1 mean that lot of 

developing countries are trying to catch up with other 

countries, with the developed countries, in order to meet the 

aspirations of our people and also to supply the necessary 

goods for the people. 

But in the process of doing so, we are also degrading our 

E!l'lviY'Ol1lllent. So 1 would like to ask th€.~ Comrrrission in this 

context whether there is any form of suggestion or any form of 

guideline in their report as to the extent of development, or 

extent of growth that a developing country should go into so as 

we do not faIl into the problems of developed countries, in the 

quest for development. 

My second point is just for clarification. What are your 

proposals to translate your views into action after this? In 

other words, what is the next phase of your Commission's report? 

lOhank you. Commissioner Stanovnik will take up this question. 

lhank you, Mr Chairman. With respect to the growth aspect, we 

attached the pl"oblelfl mOl"€:~ frolll the quality side and less from 

quantJty s]odE1. Par'ticuJar'ly, WE1 consJdE!r'E!d that it is not 

important that we compete with each others in figures. We 

think that the process of development, as we call it rather 

than growth, is for the purpose of satisfying human needs and 

not just to compete with others to achieve the same figures. 



We therefore try to convey a new approach and philosophy of 

development for which, of course, growth, in the sense of the 

increasing wealth, is a prerequisite but is not the objective. 

11'1 our Vj.€:1W, the object:i.v€:1 must b€:1 to impr'ove the qUf:dity of 

life. But improving the quality of life not be attained 

through a new consumerism which over-exploit the resources, but 

we rather, in our report, recommend how to achieve better with 

less. Which llIeans thi.\lt we r'€:1coITIITI€:Hld VE:H'y highly th€:1 saving and 

conservation of resources by putting more knowledge into the 

production mix and thus to produce and satisfy better the human 

needs with the lesser use or destruction of resources and 

lesser pollution. 

W€:1, t:i'1€:1r'E!{(n'€:1, put V€:1r'y gr'€:1at E1mphasis on th€:1 so--calJ.E1d human 

resource. We consider that poverty and unemployment is one of 

the biggest waste of resources ever. When we, therefore, 

recommend sus t_ainabIE! dE!velopment as a new appY'oach to 

developITIE1I'It we SE1E1 that Illobilization of hUlllan resour'CE1S namely, 

unemployed people or poor people who are not properly 

integr'ab:!d into the economic pr'ocess, thclt this is Ol'lE1 of HI€:1 

very basic prerequisites of this new approach to sustainable 

dEW Ed. 0 PlllE1 1'1 t . 

To round up, in answer to your question, there was in our view 

in the past decade after the second war too much emphasis on 

this question of the so-called gap. And we do not think that 

it is attainable, that, for instance, the entire world starts 

consuming energy at the present per capita level of the most 

developed countries. 'fo the contrary, we consider that the 

energy use in the most developed countries is too much 

wasteful; that they must rather corne down in their abuse of 

resources particularly energy, while the developing countries 

with the modern technology must be able to satisfy the human 

needs but possibly with less energy per unit of production that 

is at pr'esent the CaSE! in the woy'.l.d econOlny. In this SE!nSC::1, we 

havE1 
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been very much interested to hear troln the presentation this 

afternoon how Japan has been, particularly in the course of the 

last two decades, economizing its energy and other resources. 

'1 hank you. 

My name is Goto working as a researcher at the National 

Institute for Environmental Studies in tscuba(?). My question 

is somehow related to the former speaker - it's about the 

technology transfer. It I remember correctly, in this 

morning's Tokyo DE:1clan-ltion, 1. t.hink the Comnlission SOF't of 

... that technology transfer 'in VE!Y'y na'ive sense, to my ol .... m 

ideas. 

As a chemical engineer by discipline, 1 know that technology in 

itself has good aSpE!ct and bad aSpE!ct for' thE! E!nvironmE!lTt. r 
am referring to technology transfer from advanced nations to 

develop'ing countries. from exper'ience I know one example that 

one of the advanced nations transfer waste management 

technology to one of thC::1 local cOlIlTfluni tiC::1s of an As:ian country 

where there is no electricity. But that technology should be 

ran by electricity. And also, I know that there has been one 

technology transfer of refuse treatment from one advanced 

countr'y 'From a developing country WhE!re thE! l"E!fuSE! composition 

is totally different and then the technology didn't work at 

all. Also, some of the technology for economic development 

has been improperly applied in developing countries, and has 

causE!d a lot of chem'ical contamination, or other' thin~~s. 

My question is how this technology transfer problem was 

discussed -:in the COlfllnission. I would likE! to direct my 

question to anybody on the Commission. 
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1. think that is a VEH'y, v€:~ry impor'tant qu€:~stion and !Ale 

discussed it several times very intensely within our 

Co mm iss ion. W 1'1 i:'l t wo u I d bet h €:~ r' 0 leo f- t ("~ c 1'11'10 I 0 g yin t 1'1 €:~ f u t u r e 

in solving environHIE!nt pr'oblems? And this is certain1.y a vey'y 

compIex thing. 'rechnology doesn't come from heaven. It is a 

consequence not on1.y of the knowledge of economic interest, but 

also of the cuIturaI background, even of reIigion, which pIays 

a certain role in the deve1.opment of techno1.ogy. 

And if you do look to this problem, it is quite obvious there 

are at 1.E!ast two impoy'tant aspects. OnE! is dE!a1.ing wi th thc::~ 

role of technoIogy in industrialised countries. In the past we 

normally used technology and science in industrialised 

countries in order to solve a problem which was coming up. So 

what we did was an end of the pipe(?) technology. Not avoiding 

an environment probIem but trying to solve it. We didn't try 

to avoid the waste but we are now forced to use research and 

technology in order to find a solution for the handling of the 

was lE! . 

So what is totaIly necessary is not only technology transfer 

but at the same time a fresh new look to technology in 

industriaIised countries in order to deveIop integrated 

technology. To look into the development of technology not 

only from the aspect of solving an existing environment 

problems but of avoiding environment problems. 

And the principle which is important in that context and in 

which we spent a lot of time in our discussions and it is 

described in our report extensively, is the principle which 

should lead to new technology in order to anticipate and 

prevent for industrialised countries. 

The other' aspect is hell,.\! to transfE!r technology fY'om 

industrialised countries to deveIoping countries. And it is 

quite obvious that one of the prerequisites is that you do have 
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the people in developing countries who do have the background 

of handling such technology. So, one of the important things if 

you are interested in intensifying technology transfer, is to 

create the necessary infrastructure in developing countries, so 

that those countries are able to define what they really need, 

what kind of technology they really need, and then to create, 

to establish tried research projects between developing 

countries and developed countries. 

But this is only possible if there is a minimum, a critical 

rninilllwII, of infr'astr'uctur'E! in thE1 developi.ng countriE1s. That I s 

the reason why we are arguing in our report to enhance the 

scientific and technical infrastructure in the developing 

countries. Of course, in the developing countries there are 

lots of problems which don't exist in the industrialised 

countries especially with respect to the development of new 

technology for agricultural purposes. So the second reason for 

increasing the infrastructure of those countries is necessary 

in order to solve the problems. 1 fully agree with you that in 

the fokyo Declaration this was put very, very short. rhis may 

create the impression that we dealt with this problem in a 

naive manner but the ·fokyo Declaration is very brief. At the 

end of October the report will be published and there it 

becomes more clear that we really dealt in an adequate way with 
this pr'o/:.d.EHTI. 

lhank you. Well, unfortunately, due to time constraint we have 

to call off this meeting, the time frame within which the 
meeting was set is over. 

1 must add a few words by saying that both sessions which we 

had this afternoon were very instructive for us. We were 

E1xposed to SOllie expE1r'iences; WE1 had SOlTlE1 VEH'y moving words, and 

all what we had learned will certainly reinforce our faith in 

the friends of nature, in the messengers of faith in a new 
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world which we are all striving to construct and this meeting 

in particular shall have a special significance for us because 

this is thE! fil~st pub.Lic HH:1eting IJJe had aftE!Y' the Tokyo 

Declaration which represents the launching pad for our report. 

rhis is the first meeting and for us this is really an 

spiritual and a moral uplift. 

Our rH:1xt mc:~c:d:in9s will take place in diffey'ent countY'iE!S of thE! 

world, starting in London, we'll be going to Hungary, India, 

China, Kenya and so on. But the first meeting we had is the 

Tokyo meeting and we are very encouraged by this meeting. We 

ar'e sure that we' re ~30ing to leave Tokyo with sOllie vey'y good 

friends and very good allies of the Commission and what the 

COHnnission stands foy'. fhank you all for your contribution and 

for your presence with us this afternoon. 

Dr Okita _ ... _ .. __ ._ .. -

1. would like to be very brief in the interest of time. 1 hop€:1 

you have come to appreciate the role and functions of the 

Commission. 1 hope that you will read our report when it is 

published. We hope that we can translate the report into 

Japanese as soon as possible. 

I hOPE! that the Comllli s s ioner's of the Commi s s ion have COrnE! to 

understand what is the actual situation in Japan about the 

environment, what views Japanese have for the environment. As 

you have listened to the views of the Japanese people here 

today ther'E! al~r::1 many 1I10vements on the pY'otE!ction of 

environment. You have heard from the people the many grassroot 

level activities on the protection of environment. You have 

listE!I'l€:1d to Mr' Hashimoto, and to a young stud€:Hlt who is V€:1ry 

active in the protection of the rare specie of butterfly 

Oorllu r'a s a k i .. 

Judge Singh has touched on the philosophy of lndia. He talked 

about 8uddh"ism and I was very moved and "imprE!ssed by his speech 
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about Buddhism. We have many Buddhism beliE:wers in Japan and I 

agrE:1E! that many of the audiE:H1Ce IAlaS VE:1ry impr'E:1ssE:1d by thE:1 

presentation by Judge ~ingh. I"here had been discussion about 

nuclear power generation, this issue was touched and 

delibE!ratE!d by the COHlIlr.ission. l"Ir Kobayashi has sharE!d his 

experience with us on the behalf of the Japanese business 

COy' po Y' a t ion s . 

Global environment is very important but what should we do to 

improve the environment in a global scale? It is a very 

difficult question for the Japanese, ordinary people. Ms 

Yamada said that we should start anything we can do at hand. 

Ms Sakakibara shared her experience with us. After this we can 

start with small things and it is very important for you to 

share experiences with the others. 

"rhe per capita income has increased among Japanese because of 

the exchange rate. 1 understand that 5 million Japanese people 

who went abroad for sightseeing and among them there were many 

young people. It is now easy for Japanese people to go 

abroad. I hope that if you ever go abroad do not spend time 

looking around, sightseeing, I hope you will open your eyes to 

see what kind of measures they are taking abroad the protection 

of environment, and what is the actual situation overseas. 

oro other nations, don't go where you can see only temples or 

scenic places. '"hat I hope you will have one purpose when you 

go abroad for sightseeing, that is evaluate the environmental 

situation in other countries. Over the past three years, the 

Commissioners of this COlnmission have shared experiences and 

views. "Ihe Commission's task will end with this Tokyo meeting 

but as Dr Khalid said this report is a kind of a launching pad 

for our future activities. We hope that each one of the 

Con@issioners will share his views with others in the future 

for' thE:1 inlplE~mentation of our recommE:1I1dations. 

We need the active participation of the people at grassroot 

level and mass media and many other people. 1 hope the 
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Japanese people should do what they should do. We share this 

globe. You are a national of one nation but you are at the 

same t.inH:~ sharing this salll~~ ear'th with many other peopl~1 all 

ar'ound the IAJoy'ld. I sincerely hop€:1 that the symposi.ul1l IAdl} 

h~11p promote this ide{:.\ outside of this haLL. 

I would like our gratitude to the Commissioners. It is a very 

fine day today and it has been fine for the past several days. 

but you have been too busy and you have been confined in this 

meeting room for discussion. fhank you very much for your 

effort and 1 would like to thank the Japanese people for the 

organization and for your effort. On behalf of the host 

country 1 would like to thank all the participants and 

Corrmlissioner's. 

0075P/ep/nov. 81 

rhank you very much indeed again. 

END OF 'IAP~ 2 - SlUE 2 

END Of 'rOKYO PUBLIC HEARINGS 

fE~bruar'y 2'/. 198'/ 

Tokyo. Japan 
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